What’s Ailing America?
THE SATANIC MEDICAL MAFIA & THE MEDICAL DEVILS
Rebecca Carley, MD

On 1/22/14, I was interviewed by Jeanice Barcello (Birth of a New Earth) re: vaccines, the medical mafia, satanism and more: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mZklkPVderA&feature=youtu.be

There is also an interview of myself and Dr Guylaine Lanctot (author of The Medical Mafia) by Sallie Elkordy on 1/25/14; this is SUCH an important interview that I hope you will check out, stressing how important it is to take your power back: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5eiJ1ImeNsU

These interviews have important information on what is going on, as well as SOLUTIONS available when you know the truth and then use it to empower yourself!

Now onto the most evil medical devil I have ever encountered (“medical devil” being a term for MD’s coined by BJ Palmer, the founder of chiropractic). His name is Wali Azizi, MD who is an internist at Inova Hospital in Falls Church, VA. (If any of you live near Falls Church, please contact me). He has a non-speaking, violent autistic son who his mother got a consult from me for; the boy was actually starting to respond, and the father stopped his protocol. Note that this 5 year old was so nutritionally deprived due to his diet solely of Doritos, cheezits, and such garbage that he was actually eating DIRT (a condition called PICA, (which is medical school 101), where nutritionally deprived children intuitively seek nutrition from weird sources when they are not getting it from their diet). The child was also not drinking any water, and was severely constipated; so Dr Daddy gave him a prescription instead of water. This demonstrates a frightening ignorance that should make people realize the white coats should be avoided like the plague. I am exposing him (and in fact he will be the star in the upcoming book I am almost finished with revealing various medical devils I have encountered over the years) as his arrogance is robbing his own son of a future.

On 12/5/13 I received the following e-mail from him, followed by my comments:

Rebecca Carley,

read this well, i suggest at a time that you have taken you medication and you are not feeling delusional. You are calling me an ( ignorant and arrogant white coat), i am wearing this white coat proudly.

(He is, of course, referring to the NYS medical board’s determination that I have a “delusion of conspiracy” due to a public access show I did comparing the cover-up of my son’s sexual abuse
I replied: delusion means a “Fixed FALSE belief”. As documented at http://www.drcarley.com/pdf/NYS_Law_A1108A.pdf, child sex abuse IS being covered up by state actors. ANY MD who learns how to heal is attacked by the medical mafia, while the mass murderers and psychopaths in white coats are never punished for their crimes against humanity. Besides the NYS medical board’s cover-up of the sexual assault of over 100 autistic children by a pedophile pediatric neurologist, one of my favorite examples of how it works can be found at http://www.psychsearch.net/oregon-medical-board-lax-on-discipline-of-saboteur-psychiatrist-jackson-tyler-dempsey. MEDFORD — The former Jackson County psychiatrist who vandalized mountain biking trails in the Ashland watershed says he regrets his actions and is moving forward with a new psychiatry practice.

Jackson Tyler Dempsey, 58, was charged in August 2012 with fourth-degree assault and two counts of recklessly endangering another person after he admitted to stringing nylon cord and laying nails and vegetation across trails in the Ashland watershed in summer 2012.

Dentists with a conscience are also targeted for speaking the truth, ending up in the crosshairs: http://www.therealfoodchannel.com/videos/the-medical-industrial-complex/slow-death-by-root-canal.html. This is an interview with Hal Huggins, DDS.

The devil states: Unlike you that you are bashing the medical profession every chance you get

I reply: No, I am exposing this “PROFESSION” that causes disease, prescribes toxic poisons and cures NOTHING. The “Science of Medicine” is untrue in philosophy, absurd in science, in opposition to nature and in DIRECT CONFLICT WITH EVERY LAW OF THE VITAL ORGANISM. I work with health professionals of CONSCIENCE all over the world who know what I know; MD’s, nurses, pharmacists, dentists, veterinarians; you name it. Many have written books exposing the truth, such as “The Medical Mafia” by Guylaine Lanctot, MD, and “Side Effects: DEATH” by pharma insider John Virapen. BJ Palmer, founder of Chiropractic, coined the term “MEDICAL DEVILS” to describe psychopaths like you, who knowingly kill and maim people and pets as mandated by their “medical licenses”. We are developing the specialty of “defensive medicine” to DEFEND PATIENTS FROM THE MASS MURDERS IN WHITE COATS. As documented at http://www.vanityfair.com/politics/features/2011/01/deadly-medicine-201101, prescription drugs kill some 200,000 Americans every year. Of course, this is a GROSS understatement, as it does not include the millions killed and maimed globally by bioweapon vaccines.

See the WHO memos from 1972 which can be accessed at WHO Memo # 1: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2480894 and WHO Memo # 2: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2480896. If you have the courage to face the truth, read about this 3 step approach developed by the World Homicide Organization to KILL PEOPLE USING BIOWEAPON VACCINES over 3 decades ago.

There are thousands of books/documents/ studies proving that vaccines are bioweapons, including:

PROVE THAT ANY OF THIS INFORMATION IS NOT TRUE. This will be difficult, as even the “Vaccine Court” developed to protect vaccine manufacturers has admitted that vaccines cause autism:


And then there is the murder by chemo & radiation in people that don’t even have cancer, as revealed at http://alignlife.com/articles/toxicity/millions-falsely-treated-for-cancer-says-national-cancer-institute-report.


The devil then states: and yet you have the nerve to call your self Dr. CARLEY.

I reply: Yes, since I have a medical degree, I am a medical doctor; although my clients tell me I am a REAL doctor. The license is what forces one to commit mass murder. I am no longer controlled by the psychopathic medical mafia/ licensing boards as you so PROUDLY are.

The devil then states: I know, your goal is to benefit from hard working of uninformed parents who desperately wants to help their children.

I reply: On the contrary, the people who contact me have done their homework, and realize they are being killed and maimed by white coats like YOU.

The devil then states: You are unprofessional, wait a minute, you are not a doctor anymore.

I reply: FURTHER EVIDENCE OF YOUR MENTAL ILLNESS. I HAVE A MEDICAL DEGREE, GRADUATED AT THE TOP OF MY CLASS, AND RECEIVED AN AWARD AT GRADUATION FOR EXCELLENCE IN SURGERY. Funny how there was no problem until I started revealing that vaccines are bioweapons.

Next from the devil: so professionalism does not apply to you.

I reply: Let’s review my 2 favorite reviews of YOUR "professionalism" available online:

Jul 15th, 2010

NO BEDSIDE MANNER

The worst doctor I've encountered.
Jun 7th, 2010

Was admitted to Inova after 2 episodes of blackouts due to a severe disc herniation impacting the sciatic nerve. I was transferred from the ER to the ward and received a nerve block shot the next day. I was still unable to stand nor walk but the doctor called my room and tells me 1) first off I should have been an outpatient 2) States that my insurance will deny my claims 3) when I give him details of what the orthopedic surgeon and PT reported on my case (to stay back at the ward) he says its not possible and a nursing home is best suited for me. And guess what, he's the doctor on call and when I ask him why not have a face to face discussion, he says its a Friday night. what do you expect ? It's a shame to have such so called Doctors who don't even read up case profiles before they interact. Inova is a world class hospital they better retain their class!

Next from the devil: you are a psych patient who has found the internet to pray on innocent parents. Unlucky for you that this white coat was there to stop the madness and I am not done yet!

I know there will be parents to seek your wacko opinion and treatment but it will all be available for them for free. You are right, I have not read your wacko articles but I will read all of them and put them all online for everybody to access for free with warnings.

I reply: AND THUS YOU ARE GUILTY OF A BREACH OF THE AGREEMENT CONTRACT THAT YOUR WIFE SIGNED TO OBTAIN A CONSULT FROM ME, AGREEING NOT TO RELEASE INFORMATION ABOUT MY PROTOCOL (WHICH IS MY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY) TO ANYONE ELSE (not to mention that everyone’s protocol has to be based on their individual history; no two protocols are alike). AND THUS ALL OF THE PERSONAL INFORMATION IN YOUR SON’S FILE PROVING WHAT AN INCOMPENT, ARROGANT & IGNORANT WHITE COAT YOU ARE WILL BE PUBLISHED IN MY SOON TO BE RELEASED BOOK ON MEDICAL DEVILS. I will relate my experiences with MULTIPLE medical devils in this book, as a warning to patients who allow themselves to be "treated" by doctors like you. Since you aborted your own son’s healing due to your egomaniacal psychopathy AND HAVE THUS ROBBED HIM OF A FUTURE, I am giving you TOP BILLING. It doesn’t get more evil than knowingly sacrificing your OWN CHILD to the medical mafia. I do radio shows and have clients all over the world. I promise that I am going to make you VERY [IN]FAMOUS.

Next from the devil: You will NOT make another dime from this Voodoo therapy.

I reply: So you, as an arrogant, ignorant whitecoat, have deemed homeopathy as “voodoo therapy”. Please be advised that:

1. Homeopathy “voodoo” was recently promoted at NASDAQ: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TK9pckpuv7Y

2. QUACKWATCH IS GOING DOWN! http://www.bolenreport.com/feature_articles/Doctor%27s-Data-v-Barrett/third%20amended%20complaint2.htm Turns out doctors like
myself termed “quacks” by these psychopaths are the real healers (like Linus Pauling, who received a Nobel prize for his work with Vitamin C, yet is still listed as a “quack” by these psychopaths). Quackwatch is actually a “who’s who” of healers! Isn’t it funny how that FACT is coming out now now?

This is my favorite statement from the devil: **I will contact the FDA and law enforcement to address this issue as well.**

I reply: I am still laughing out loud over this one. I have been a homeopath for 17 years… I can’t wait to be contacted by the Fraudulent Drug Administration, which protects Big Pharma and the toxic drugs which white coats like you kill your patients with. As far as “law enforcement” goes, it is YOU that has committed a crime against ME.

Next from the devil: You better take your medication or supplement and stop calling yourself a **doctor** because you do not deserve it. By the way, look for another scam because this will end for you soon.

Dealing with this monster is what made me realize that I need to get my book exposing how evil the medical profession has become first, as it will make it easier for people to face that they are **INTENTIONALLY** being harmed with bioweapon vaccines (which I will cover in my next book). I will announce in this newsletter when these are available.

Lastly, please read JB’s latest essay “Calling their Bluff” at http://www.americandefenseparty.com/essays.html

If you need help in reversing your disease with natural therapies, please go to http://www.reversingvaccineinduceddiseases.com/services to learn how Dr. Carley does consults. You can access many archives of internet shows Dr. Carley has done over the last few years at http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/RBN-BACKUP/commercialFree.html as well as prior newsletters which are posted at http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/RBN-BACKUP/Carley-Newsletters.html